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Description:
Subcutaneous sites along with intramuscular and intravenous sites are part of parenteral route of drug entry. Maximum pharmacological benefits of a drug could be achieved by deciding effective route of administration depending upon pharmacodynamic properties of the drug to be used. Subcutaneous route is commonly used for the administration of therapeutics into the body for better drug delivery of lipophilic, proteineous, small molecule drugs. It is characterized by less vasculature, fat rich and less metabolic activity prevents the degradation of drugs resulting in long last effect and higher therapeutic effects.

Subcutaneous sites are versatile routes of administration that can be used for long-term therapeutic benefits. Implants are also placed in this site due to less nerve ending so that pain or discomfort is not produced when such devices are placed at the site. Owing to enormous fat reserves, they are found to have good absorbability for lipid soluble drugs which allows the researchers to design drugs according to the nature of subcutaneous site. Some drugs can't be used via other routes due to difference in their biochemical nature could be administrated subcutaneously. This site is metabolically less active due to which administrated drugs have lesser chances of degradation, enzyme activity and metabolic breakdown as a result of which many drugs could be administrated subcutaneously.

Proteins are an important component of several drugs which can't be administrated through other routes like oral, intravenous or intramuscular. Protein based drugs are sensitive towards pH, extreme acidity, alkalinity and limited bioavailability causing limited number of sites for administration. For instance, insulin hormone for the treatment of Diabetes Miletus is a small protein administrated through subcutaneous route. Orally it can't be given due to low pH of stomach which will destroy insulin; intramuscularly it will be absorbed to quickly, while intravenous administration may have potentially high life threatening effects. Also, every year large number of protein based drugs are introduced in market for the treatment of various ailments. Subcutaneous sites are found throughout the body consisting of loose interstitial tissues that may be found in upper arm, anterior thigh surface and lower abdominal portion. These places have been found to be safe and effective for the subcutaneous drug administration.

Numerous benefits provided by innovative subcutaneous drugs and delivery devices have caused increase in their demand across the globe. Higher potency, sustained release and uniform absorption drugs from subcutaneous site has allowed patients to get more therapeutic benefits. More physicians prescribe subcutaneous drugs due to minimized side effects and new formulations are some major factors behind increased market penetration. On the other hand, subcutaneous drug delivery devices have made tremendous increase in technological aspects which is expected to gain more shares in coming years. As a result, it is expected that new innovative products with higher therapeutic capabilities will enter in market in coming years.
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